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Before we begin

The information in this booklet is for your education and information, only. It is 
not intended to diagnose or treat any medical conditions.

Our bodies know how to detoxify and renew themselves. A cleanse is simply a process 
of getting out of the way of the body’s natural systems by supporting digestion and 
reducing input of all kinds.

Ayurveda teaches that we digest every sight, sound, experience, emotion, etc. This 
means that reducing intake of toxins includes reducing exposure to violence, negative 
emotions, electronics, and overstimulation in general. A cleanse is a good time to 
evaluate what you read, watch and listen to and consider at least a temporary restriction 
on anything that might add to stressful thoughts and emotions.

Some basic principles of effective cleansing are the following:

Set an intention
Enlist the mind to guide the body in the cleanse process by setting an intention, a 
purpose. It is most useful to keep intentions open-ended and positive rather than 
specific and negative. An example of an intention might be to support the body’s natural 
healing abilities; or to release what is no longer needed.

Pay attention
Notice how you feel from the beginning through the final stages of the cleanse. Take 
time to write some notes at least once a day - journaling is highly recommended. 
Building awareness and consciousness in daily life is one way to deepen and sustain 
the effects of the cleanse.

Slow down
This can’t be overemphasized. Our culture is saturated with a sense of speed and 
urgency that contributes to stress and overwhelm in myriad ways. At least for the period 
of this cleanse, give yourself permission to move slowly in everything you do.

Rest
A true cleanse works by focusing resources on the process of cleansing. This means 
reducing the ways in which we use our energy for other activities. Find time every day to 
rest, whether in the form of a nap, meditation, or simply sitting still. 

Unplug
To the extent possible, put away the phone and other electronics to lessen the 
distraction and input. At the least, schedule specific times during the day for necessary 
communication. 
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For women:
Cleansing is not recommended when pregnant or breastfeeding.

Although this is a simple cleanse, before beginning the cleanse please check in 
with your medical provider if you are under the care of a physician. 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Determining your constitution

According to Ayurveda, your constitution (prakriti) is the unique combination of the 
doshas with which you are born. This is a key difference between Ayurveda and most 
mainstream health systems: what is ‘good’ for someone else (or what is trending 
according to even the best health resources) may or may not be supportive for you 
depending upon your specific combination of doshas. Knowing, or at least having some 
idea of your constitution will allow you to choose practices and foods that are balancing 
for your individual body. 

When evaluating your constitution, answer based upon lifelong tendencies, or focus on 
a period of life when you felt most balanced. Answer based on your current tendencies 
to determine current imbalances. 

It is common to be predominant in two of the three doshas, but constitution can consist 
of one, two or, rarely, all three doshas. Everything and everyone is a combination of all 
three doshas.

Dosha Vata Pitta Kapha

Body shape/bone 
structure

Thin, lanky, tends 
toward underweight; 
weight gain often in 
hips/thighs
Extra tall or short, 
uneven shapes

Medium build, well-
muscled; tends to gain 
weight around the 
middle
Angular shapes

Heavy-boned, larger 
build; tends to carry 
weight above the waist;
Round, larger shapes

Hair Thin, coarse, dry Fine, straight, early gray Thick, lustrous, curly/
wavy

Eyes Small, whites tend 
toward gray  or dark

Medium, whites tend 
toward red or yellow

Large, lustrous

Skin and nails Dry skin, brittle nails; 
tends toward dusky 
shades

Warm, fair skin, strong 
nails; prone to rashes; 
sunburns easily; 
freckles and moles

Smooth, often oily skin; 
strong nails

Teeth Very large or very small; 
crooked

Medium; yellowish Large, white, strong 
gums

Appetite and digestion Variable appetite and 
digestion; generally eats 
small amounts; tends 
toward gas, bloating

Strong and consistent; 
hates to miss meals; 
digests well; prone to 
diarrhea, acid digestion

Can miss meals without 
trouble; tends to overeat

Elimination Tends toward gas, 
bloating, constipation 
when out of balance; 
dry stool

Tends toward loose and/
or burning stools,

Regular, sluggish, prone 
to mucous in stool

Dosha
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Online resources and quizzes for determining constitution: 

Banyan Botanicals: https://www.banyanbotanicals.com/info/prakriti-quiz/

Dr. Douillard’s LifeSpa: http://lifespa.com/ayurvedic-health-quizzes/body-type-quiz/body-
type-quiz-form/

Dr. Vasant Lad and the Ayurvedic Institute: http://ayurveda.com/pdf/constitution.pdf

Sleep Has trouble getting to 
sleep; often wakes in 
early a.m.

Medium sleep; wakes 
between midnight and 2 
if at all

Heavy sleeper; has a 
hard time getting up

Weather Dislikes cold and wind, 
often has cold hands 
and feet

Dislikes heat Dislikes damp and cold

Physical activity Moves quickly, low 
stamina

Moves fast, strong, 
moderate stamina

Moves slow, steady, 
good stamina

Mental activity Quick, creative, 
enthusiastic; fast 
learner; poor memory; 
learns through listening

Sharp intellect; learns 
moderately quickly; 
moderate memory; 
learns through seeing

Strong memory; 
methodical learner; 
learns through doing

Emotional patterns Moods pass quickly; 
tends toward fear and 
anxiety

Quick-tempered; 
aggressive; tends 
toward anger and 
criticism 

Slow to anger; even-
tempered; calm; tends 
toward attachment, rigid 
beliefs

Vata Pitta KaphaDosha
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Balancing your body type
Once you have an idea of your constitution and current imbalances, you can evaluate 
how to move toward balance. The most powerful first step in bringing balance to the 
doshas is a proper daily routine.

DOSHA VATA (Air and ether) PITTA (Fire and water) KAPHA (Earth and 
water)

Wind Sun/ Fire Moon/ Water

Season Winter Summer Spring

Force Destruction/ lightening Transformation/ 
maintenance

Creation/ building

Action Movement Transformation/heat Stability/cohesion

Metabolic action Catabolic Metabolic Anabolic

Physical “seat” Large intestine/colon Small intestine Stomach

Qualities Dry, cold, rough, light, 
mobile

Hot, sharp, light, mobile, 
oily

Heavy, static, gross, 
smooth, cold

Pacifying tastes Sweet, salty, sour Sweet, bitter, astringent Pungent, bitter, 
astringent

Balanced condition Adaptable
Energetic
Creative
Quick learning
Clarity of mind

Keen intellect
Able to grasp complex 
concepts
Strong digestion (can 
digest anything)
Focused and attentive 
to details, quality

Emotionally stable 
Calm and kind
Strong memory
Good physical stamina 
and strength

Signs of imbalance Constipation, dry stools
Gas and bloating
Dry skin
Cracks in tongue, 
quivering tongue
Insomnia (difficulty 
falling asleep, waking 
early morning)
Anxiety, fearfulness
Cold hands, feet
Spaciness, inability to 
focus

Loose, burning stools
Sweat has strong, sharp 
odor
Bright red tongue, 
yellowish coating or no 
coating at all
Waking around midnight
Hot flashes
Anger, irritability, 
impatience
Skin rashes

Mucous in stool
Thick white coating on 
tongue
General feeling of 
congestion, lethargy
Heavy feeling in 
stomach
General feeling of cold
Depression
Heavy sleep and 
difficulty waking
Excess production of 
mucous, phlegm

DOSHA
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Best general practice 
to address imbalances

Rest and rhythm: treat 
yourself “like a flower”

Moderation! Treat 
yourself “like a friend”

Manage your sleep and 
move: Treat yourself 
“like an enemy 
(respected)”

Lifestyle adjustments 
to re-balance

• Get more rest; go to 
bed extra early once 
or twice per week;

• Keep a regular 
routine;

• Eat a relaxed lunch of 
warm, cooked foods;

• Perform self-massage 
with olive or sesame 
oil at least a couple of 
times per week;

• Walking (slow to 
moderate pace) and 
gentle yoga, holding 
poses, are supportive 
exercise;

• Do alternate nostril 
breathing (nadi 
shodhana pranayama) 
every morning and/or 
evening;

• Meditate.

• Slow down and try to 
moderate any sense 
of urgency;

• Meditate every 
morning for at least 15 
minutes;

• Perform self-massage 
with coconut or 
sunflower oil at least a 
couple of times per 
week;

• Eat meals at regular 
times, main meal at 
lunch;

• Avoid spicy foods and 
stimulants, especially 
coffee, alcohol, 
excess sugar.

• Get up before sunrise!
• Exercise in the 

morning before 
breakfast (if having 
breakfast at all);

• Perform garshana 
(skin brushing) every 
morning before 
bathing;

• Try something new or 
perform a daily habit 
in a new way;

• Eat a light supper 
before 6 p.m. or skip 
dinner.

VATA (Air and ether) PITTA (Fire and water) KAPHA (Earth and 
water)

DOSHA
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Simple Home Cleanse Protocol
A home cleanse does not have to be complicated. Simply reducing the load on the 
body’s resources by eating a simplified diet, resting, and restricting other sensory inputs 
can have significant results for our health.

These instructions are designed to support the body in its natural ability to release 
toxins that we accumulate through daily living. This food-based cleanse is most effective 
when done in the context of a healthy daily routine and daily lifestyle practices 
appropriate for your constitution.

For an effective cleanse

• Set an intention: Spend some time in advance of the cleanse contemplating your 
purpose for cleansing. It can be helpful to conduct a ritual, as simple or elaborate as 
you like, to create and express an intention for your cleanse. The mind has a powerful 
effect on the body. An example of an intention might be to release that which blocks 
the body’s natural healing abilities.

• Reduce the intake of what is hard to digest: This sounds obvious, but what it really 
means is paring down the diet to just some simple, whole, easy-to-digest foods for a 
period of a few days to one week. More specific instruction on what to eat and drink is 
below in the dietary section.

• Reduce stress: Just as important as watching what you eat is watching what you 
watch, listen to, and expose yourself to in general: Ayurveda teaches that we digest 
every sight, sound, experience, emotion, etc. Reducing intake of toxins includes 
reducing exposure to violence, negative emotions, electronics, and overstimulation in 
general. This is a good time to evaluate what you read, watch and listen to and 
consider at least a temporary restriction on anything that might add to stressful 
thoughts and emotions.

• Rest more: Have the intention to rest during the cleanse period. It takes energy to 
digest and to cleanse, and by resting often, you free up resources to help release 
toxins. You may also experience more emotions during this period, and resting will 
help them to keep moving.

• Stay hydrated: During the entire period, sip warm water or detox tea every half our 
or so throughout the day. The warm water helps to loosen toxins and keep you 
hydrated.
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Phases of the Cleanse
There are three phases to this cleanse protocol.  

Phase I: Preparation
In the preparatory stage, begin to reduce the the heaviest and most stimulating foods 
and practices, and clear some space in your schedule for rest and introspection. 

For a few days or a week prior to the main phase (monodies phase) of the cleanse, 
reduce or eliminate the following from your diet:
Meat
Dairy (except ghee)
Eggs
Alcohol
Caffeine
Anything packaged (crackers, chips, snack foods, processed foods in general).
Sugar, sweets and baked goods (including artificial sweeteners) and sweet tastes in 
general.

Phase II: The cleanse week diet and routine
During the active portion of the cleanse, which can vary in length from a day to a week 
or more, follow a regular routine including a morning ritual and practice; eat meals at the 
same time each day; and get plenty of rest, including a good night’s sleep at the same 
time each evening. During this phase you will follow a heavily modified and simplified 
diet. 

• For breakfast have kitchari or a simple porridge (rice, millet, oats or teff work well). 
Add spices (cloves, cinnamon, cardamom, etc.) as well as ghee or coconut oil to 
ensure the meal is satisfying.

• Stewed apples and/or prunes are helpful to keep the bowels moving if necessary. 
Serve as a snack (vata and pitta) or instead of porridge for breakfast (kapha).

• For both lunch and dinner, prepare a variation of kitchari (recipe below) or an easy-to-
digest, low fat alternative.

• Space meals at least 4 hours apart, with only the stewed fruit or a handful of soaked 
and peeled almonds in between for a light snack if needed. 

• Important: It is more important to feel relaxed and nourished than to restrict the 
diet; add in other simple foods, preferably seasonal vegetables, as necessary for you 
to feel comfortable.

• In addition to the hot water, make a digestive tea of equal parts (approximately 1 tsp 
each per 4 cups of water) cumin seed, coriander seed, and fennel seed by simmering 
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them together for ten minutes or so, then straining. It can be made a pot at a time and 
kept in a thermos.

Phase III: The post-cleanse diet and routine
After the cleanse, the body and mind are clear and receptive, and more sensitive to the 
effects of foods and activities. 

For the weeks after the active cleanse days, carefully and mindfully add back more 
variety into the diet a little at a time, continuing to choose foods appropriate for the 
season and your constitution. With each new addition, take note of how foods affect 
digestion and general well-being, both during and after eating them. Try not to overeat 
at any meal, and continue to follow the three meals per day with no snacks routine. 

Add back greater levels of activity and stimulation slowly as well, paying attention to 
their effects on your physical and mental state.
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Simple Daily Routine

What you give your attention to in the morning sets the tone for your day (and your life). 
Try incorporating the portions of this routine that appeal to you during your cleanse, and 
see what you want to carry on as a daily practice. Treat this list as a menu of options 
and sense into which ones appeal to you to try.

MORNING

• Wake before sunrise. Spend a minute or two before getting out of bed to check in with 
body and heart; perhaps set an intention for the day or do a brief gratitude practice.

• Eliminate - bladder, bowels (preferably within first couple of hours of waking.)
• Rinse out mouth and eyes with cool water.
• Scrape tongue (use a spoon - not a toothbrush - if you don’t have a scraper).
• Brush teeth.
• Massage warm sesame oil into gums with fingers (or do oil pulling if desired).
• Dry brush whole body using natural bristle brush or raw silk gloves.
• Warm oil massage of whole body, long strokes for long bones, clockwise circles for 

joints, abdomen - with oil appropriate to your body type and the season (from heavier 
and warmer to lighter and cooler: sesame, olive, sunflower, coconut.) Not 
recommended during menses or illness.

• Shower or bathe - use mild, natural soap, only as necessary (“places with hair”).
• Gentle yoga/breathing/meditation practice.
• Drink at least one large glass of warm water.
• Breakfast -  if you are hungry.

MID-DAY
Lunch between noon and 2 p.m. - make this the largest, most complete meal.

Evening
Dinner (supper) at least two hours before bed - make this the lightest meal of the day.

Turn down lights, reduce screen-time, do light exercise such as gentle yoga or 
stretching, and generally reduce stimulation as you get ready for bed.

Bed before 10 p.m..
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Morning self massage
Self massage with warm oil, known as “abhyanga” in Ayurveda, is a nourishing part of a 
morning self-care routine. It protects the skin from the drying effects of bathing, helps 
with lymphatic drainage, and can be instrumental in moderating the wind element in the 
body and mind, as well as soothing the nervous system. It is a nice way to become 
more familiar with the body and offer yourself love and care. The word “sneha” means 
both oil and love in Sanskrit!

Always use a good quality organic oil. Sesame oil is traditional and particularly good in 
the winter. It can be a bit heavy and heating for those with a lot of fire in their 
constitutions or in the summer. Alternatives include sunflower oil, olive oil, and coconut 
oil.

Before your shower or bath:

If it does not seem like over-stimulation (such as in the fall/winter or for high vata dosha) 
begin with dry-brushing of the whole body using a natural bristle brush or raw silk 
“garshana” gloves. Use long strokes over the long bones and circular clockwise strokes 
over joints and abdomen. Be very gentle on face and neck.

Warm the oil you will use (I put my bottle into a basin of hot water while I do the dry 
brushing.) 

Using the same long strokes and circular motions for long bone areas and joints, 
respectively, massage the oil into the skin, starting with the head and paying particular 
attention to the hairline. It is useful to rub a small amount of oil into each nostril, the 
ears, and anus. Massage the body all the way to the feet, being very careful to not slip if 
applying oil to the soles of the feet. 

Let the oil soak in for a few minutes if possible before bathing.

Do not use soap to wash off the oil; most of it will rinse off in the shower. Oil has a 
cleansing action on its own, and much of the purpose of the massage is to nourish the 
skin and protect it from the water. Small amounts of soap in armpits and the genital area 
are all that are really necessary. 

Don’t leave oil in your hair; using shampoo before wetting the hair can help wash the oil 
out. 

Don’t practice oil massage if you are sick, have broken skin, or any infection.

Oil massage is not recommended during menstruation or pregnancy.
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EVENING FOOT MASSAGE
Warm oil rubbed into the soles of the feet at night, with special attention to the ball of the 
foot between the big and second toes, can be helpful for supporting sleep. You can put 
cotton socks on after applying the oil to protect the sheets.
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Cleanse Recipes
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Basic kitchari

Kitchari is a classic Indian comfort food and often recommended as the mono-diet part 
of an Ayurvedic cleanse. It is a complete, nourishing meal by itself, yet easy for nearly 
anyone to digest. Kitchari can be adapted for any body type or season by varying the 
ratio of split mung dal to rice (more rice for vata, more dal for kapha, equal parts for 
pitta) and changing up the spices to be more warming or cooling.

The following recipe is for one serving, but can easily be scaled up.

1/4 cup split mung beans (also called yellow mung dal or lentils) - available through 
Banyan Botanicals or LifeSpa.com (red lentils - split, no hulls -  or French green lentils 
may be substituted but are not quite as easy to digest.)
1/4 cup white basmati rice, rinsed and drained
2-4 tsp ghee or coconut oil
Small pinch asafoetida (“hing”) or half stick of kombu, which help the dal cook
1/4 tsp cumin seeds
Pinch clove powder
Pinch cinnamon
Pinch cardamom
1/4 tsp turmeric
Pinch or so of black pepper
1/2 inch piece of ginger root, peeled and grated
Salt (add when mostly cooked)
2+ cups of water

Optional spices and additions:
Handful of chopped cilantro leaves
1-2 tsp of grated coconut
Fenugreek
Black mustard seeds
Curry leaves
Chopped vegetables (carrots, leafy greens, asparagus, green beans, etc.)
A quarter stick of kombu to add minerals, aid digestibility

Rinse the dal and soak for an hour or two if you have time.
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Bring the dal, hing and water to a boil, uncovered (watching closely to prevent a mess) 
and then turn down to a simmer.
In a skillet, melt the ghee or coconut oil over medium heat and add the cumin seeds. 
Sauté until they start to smell fragrant, then add remaining spices and ginger. If using 
coconut and/or cilantro, add them at this point. Sauté briefly, then add the drained rice. 
Stir thoroughly to coat the rice with the ghee. Add to the cooking dal and simmer the 
whole mixture for 30-40 minutes, or until everything is tender. If using chopped 
vegetables, add them about halfway through. The end consistency will be closer to stew 
than soup; add hot water as needed during the cooking to make sure the dal is well-
cooked.

Garnish with cilantro and additional ghee as desired.

Notes:
You can experiment with the spices based on your own preferences. The recipe can 
even be prepared with Mediterranean/Italian spice combinations. The important thing is 
to include spices to aid digestion.

Plain kitchari can be constipating, so you can mix in some whole or freshly ground flax 
seeds before serving, especially if not adding vegetables. The spices and oils also offset 
the constipating effects.
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Alternatives to kitchari

Although kitchari is gentle, nourishing and easy-to-digest for most people, it doesn’t 
work for everyone! When choosing an alternative diet for the mono-diet portion of the 
cleanse, try these guidelines:
Keep fat to a minimum;
Make sure to include enough protein - lean chicken, quinoa, or a combination of 
legumes and grains work well. 
Cook everything together (as in soups and stews) to make it easier on your digestion;
Stick to the other guidelines as much as possible.

Here are some ideas for simple alternatives:
Chicken broth with rice or rice pasta and vegetables;
Chicken breasts and vegetables;
Ocean-caught fish and vegetables;
Quinoa pilaf.

It is important to feel nourished throughout the cleanse process! 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Simple Rice Porridge (Kanji, Congee or Jook)

For those of us that don’t always want kitchari for breakfast, a simple porridge of rice or 
rice farina is a good alternative. This is also a light, easy-to-digest dish when sick or 
recuperating from illness, or simply to give the digestion a break.

There are innumerable ways to make this porridge: sweet or savory, plain or dressed up 
with anything that appeals to your taste. As a simple meal during a fast or cleanse, here 
are a couple of basic methods.

1/4 cup white basmati rice (or use Cream of Rice cereal for a quicker version)
1 1/2 cups water (Start with 1 part rice to 6 parts water)
Salt to taste
Any combination of spices (important to include spices to support digestion) - coriander, 
cumin, cinnamon, cardamom, ginger, cloves, turmeric
2 Tsp to 2 Tbs Ghee or oil (if using flax oil, add after cooking is finished)

Bring water and salt to the boil; add rice/cream of rice and spices, cover and lower heat 
to a simmer. Cook for at least an hour (for whole rice), stirring occasionally, until rice 
breaks down and consistency thickens. Cream of rice takes considerably less time 
(15-20 minutes.)

Note: The spices and oils make this dish more satisfying and filling.
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Teff Porridge

Teff, a very small, brown grain in the millet family, makes a tasty, light and nourishing 
breakfast porridge. This would make a good addition to a post-cleanse diet; it can also 
be included in a cleanse, preferably without the dates, nuts and seeds.

One serving:
1/4 cup whole grain teff (not the flour!)
1 to 1 1/4 cups warm water
Salt (dash plus)
1 to 2 chopped dates
1 to 2 tsp ghee or coconut oil
Dash cloves and cinnamon
Optional: walnuts, toasted pumpkin seeds 

Heat a small, heavy-bottomed pan over medium-low heat and toast the teff, stirring or 
shaking regularly, until you hear the seeds beginning to pop. Add the warm water, salt, 
spices and dates and stir, bringing to a high simmer. Add the ghee/oil after a few 
minutes. Simmer uncovered for approximately 15 minutes, stirring occasionally, until 
most of the water is absorbed and the porridge begins to thicken a bit. Remove from 
heat, cover and let stand for a few minutes. 
Serve with walnuts and toasted pumpkin seeds; additional salt to taste. 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Stewed Apples or Pears

This recipe can serve as a snack between meals if needed, or as a light breakfast for 
kapha dosha constitutions. It can also help ease constipation. Because of the sweet 
taste, this is not recommended if you are working with unstable blood sugar. Try a 
handful of raw, soaked and peeled almonds instead.

One apple or pear, peeled, cored, and cut into thin slices or bite-sized chunks
1/2 cup of water
1-2 tsp of ghee or coconut oil (optional)
Spices to taste: cinnamon, cloves, cardamom, nutmeg

If using ghee/oil, sauté the apples briefly, then add the water and spices; cover and 
simmer for 10-15 minutes or until the apples soften. 
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Simple Potato-Leek Soup

Two large servings

Ingredients
Two large or three medium sized potatoes (Russets give the best texture), peeled and 
diced
One medium sized leek, cleaned thoroughly (slit lengthwise and rinse layers free of dirt) 
and diced
3 cups of stock or water
Pinch each of thyme and rosemary
Salt and black pepper to taste
2-3 tsp olive oil, coconut oil or ghee

Directions
Saute the herbs briefly in the oil;
Add the leek and sauté until softened;
Add the potatoes and then stir in the stock;
Add salt and pepper to taste
Simmer for 30-40 minutes until vegetables are very tender;
Finish by either mashing the vegetables, or blending with an immersion blender to the 
texture you like.
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Ayurvedic Beet/Carrot/Mung Bean Sprout Salad 

Make approx. 2 servings 

This recipe is a wonderful way to incorporate some raw vegetables into your diet as you 
ease out of the mono-diet. Use any combination of beets, carrots, mung bean sprouts, 
together or alone. Other suggested vegetables are small salad turnips or Daikon radish. 

Ingredients
One small to medium beet and one medium carrot, peeled and grated 1/2 C sprouted 
mung beans (see instructions on page 25) 
One tbs coconut oil or ghee  
1/2 tsp cumin seeds 
1/2 tsp black or brown mustard seeds 1/4 tsp turmeric 
Juice of 1/2 lime or to taste  
Handful of chopped cilantro leaves Salt to taste 
Optional: grated coconut 

Directions
Grate the beet(s) into a bowl. Saute the cumin and mustard seeds in the coconut oil 
over medium low heat until the mustard seeds begin to pop, add the turmeric and stir 
briefly and turn off the heat. Pour the seed mixture over the beets; squeeze the lime 
over the beets; add the cilantro and coconut if using; mix well adding salt to taste. 
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Spring Detox Soup 

This is my favorite spring detox recipe. It is adapted from the “Ama-reducing Dal” recipe 
in Amadea Morningstar’s cookbook, The Ayurvedic Cookbook. You can substitute 
another green vegetable for the asparagus if you prefer. As long as both the beans and 
the vegetables are well-cooked, this is a wonderful cleansing meal in the spring. 

2 Servings 

Ingredients
1 C Sprouted mung beans (see instructions) or other sprouted lentil  
1 1/2 C fresh asparagus, tough ends removed, cut into small pieces (leave a few tips 
intact and set aside)
2 tsp ghee or coconut oil  
1 large clove garlic, minced (leave out if pitta is high) 
1/2 inch piece ginger, peeled and grated  
1 Tbs ghee (or coconut oil) 
1/2 tsp cumin seeds
1/4 tsp black or brown mustard seeds 
1/4 tsp coriander powder 
1/2 tsp turmeric 
1-2 bay leaves 
Pinch of hing (asafoetida) or 1/2 stick of kombu if you have it (these help reduce gas 
from the beans) 
Pinch of fennel (or 1/8 tsp fennel seeds), cinnamon and cardamom 
Handful of cilantro, chopped  
Salt and fresh ground black pepper to taste 

Directions
Cook the sprouted mung beans and the asparagus, reserving the tips, with the hing and 
bay leaves in at least 2-3 cups water for 30 to 40 minutes. 
While the beans and asparagus are cooking, in a small frying pan over medium low 
heat, saute the seeds in the ghee/oil until they begin to jump. Add the garlic, ginger and 
the rest of the spices to the frying pan and cook for a moment or two. Add the spice and 
oil mixture into the cooking vegetables. 
When the bean sprouts and vegetables are tender, remove the bay leaves (and kombu 
if you used it) and puree the soup in a blender or with an immersion blender, being 
careful of the hot liquid! 
Return the pureed soup to the pot, add the asparagus tips and salt and pepper to taste 
and cook on low heat for a few minutes longer. 
Serve with a garnish of cilantro, coconut and lime juice, if desired. 
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Sprouted Mung Beans (or other lentils/seeds)

Mung beans can be sprouted in 2 to 3 days. To make a cup of sprouts, start with 
approximately 1/3 cup dried beans. 

Place the beans in a jar or other glass container. Rinse well, then cover with fresh water 
by at least an inch. Cover the container with a sprouting screen, loose cloth, or other 
breathable cover and place the container in a cool, dark place (not the refrigerator.) 

The next day, rinse the beans and drain them, then cover again and  place them back in 
the cool, dark space. 

Repeat the previous step the next day if the beans have not all sprouted or if you want 
more growth. The beans are ready for the recipes in this book as soon as they have 
sprouted.
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Simple and Delicious Nettle Soup

Nettles are one of the most amazing gifts of spring. They grow wild along creek beds in 
many parts of the country. If you can find them (and make sure there has been no 
herbicide sprayed in the area) it is well worth picking them when they first appear and 
making them into this soup. You may also find them at a local farmer’s market. 
The leaves can be used fresh or dried for tea at any time of the season.
Use gloves when you pick and handle the fresh plants to avoid their famous sting!

Two or three cups of the young tops and leaves, chopped
A clove or two of garlic (optional), finely diced
A small amount of olive oil, ghee or coconut oil
2-3 cups of water or stock
Salt and pepper to taste

Saute the garlic briefly in the olive oil;
Add the nettles and stock/water;
Simmer for 20 minutes or so until the nettles are tender.
Serve just like this, or blend if you want a creamier texture.

You can vary this recipe nearly endlessly by adding diced, sautéed onions; diced 
potatoes for a little more body; even other greens such as spinach, chard or kale. But 
the nettles stand on their own quite well!
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“Lemon” Rice
When I was in India, I never saw a lemon. What people there called lemons, we would 
call limes. This is one of my favorite dishes for breakfast when I am tired of porridge, or 
as a light dinner. You can use either lemons or limes, although I prefer the milder, 
sweeter nature of limes.

Ingredients:
One cup of cooked white basmati rice
1 Tbsp of finely diced onion
1 Tsp of finely diced jalapeño (optional - best for kapha types)
1 Tbsp of ghee or coconut oil
1/4 tsp each of cumin seed, mustard seed and turmeric
Pinch (or to taste) of black pepper
Handful of chopped cilantro leaves
Juice of 1/2 lime
Tsp of unsweetened grated coconut (optional - best for pitta, vata)

Saute the seeds in the oil until they become fragrant; add the turmeric, pepper and 
onion (and jalapeño if you are using it) and cook until soft. 

Mix in the rice, cilantro, coconut and lime juice. Adjust the lime juice and salt to your 
taste.
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How to make your own amazing chai

You can adapt this recipe to your needs, and the stage of the cleanse you are in at the 
moment.: caffeine or no caffeine; sweetener or no sweetener; dairy or non-dairy milk all 
work well in this recipe!

PER LARGE SERVING: 
1/2 Cup water
3/4 to 1 Cup milk (on the high side if using grain or nut milks as they are typically 
thinner)
1 tsp of tea (black, green or herbal of your choice)
3-4 green cardamom pods, lightly crushed (seeds work, too)
1/2 inch or so of cinnamon stick
1/2 to 3/4 inch piece of ginger, roughly peeled and crushed
3-4 whole cloves
3-4 crushed peppercorns
1/4 tsp fennel seeds 
grated nutmeg

In a small saucepan, bring the water to a boil and add the milk, ginger and other spices; 
lower the heat and simmer the mixture for long enough to begin reducing the water 
content. 

Strain and serve, sweeten to taste (see note about sweeteners, below).

Other spices you can add depending on what you like, and what effect you are going 
for:
Coriander (cooling, good digestive aid)
Mint (very cooling)
Black cardamom (warming, earthy)
Turmeric (forgot this last night but I love to add it to my chai)
Star anise 
Saffron
Anything else that sounds good - Chai can be a great way to ingest herbs!

In general, I’ve found every kind of milk to work for chai, all just depending on your 
preference. Grain and nut milk will be more warming; dairy and coconut more cooling. 

One note about sweeteners -  If you use honey, which is lighter, warming and drying 
(sugar is building and cooling) it is very important not to cook it or add it to hot liquids 
(wait until your chai is cool enough to drink). When heated, it becomes hard to digest 
and loses its beneficial qualities and enzymes. 

Sugar can be added while the chai is simmering if you are using it.
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Foods to Favor in the Spring

Eating seasonally is the best way to support the body’s natural, ongoing cleansing 
process. As you add back more variety and complexity to your diet after a cleanse, here 
are some suggestions to complement the heavy, wet, cool spring season. 
In general, bitter and astringent tastes will help the body clear out excess mucous and 
are considered lightening. 

• Bitter green vegetables, including asparagus, rapini, arugula, dandelion leaves. Make 
sure they are well-cooked as warm, cooked foods are easier on the digestion;

• Bitter roots such as dandelion and burdock;
• Sprouts of all kinds (see instructions for sprouted mung beans);
• Berries as they come into season;
• Unheated raw honey, preferably local for sweetening;
• Lighter grains such as basmati rice, millet, barley, rye, amaranth.
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Digestive and detox aids
HOT OR WARM WATER:

Simply sip hot or warm water at half hour intervals throughout the day. The heated water 
will help to loosen toxins and keep the body hydrated.

DIGESTIVE/DETOX TEA:

1 tsp each whole cumin, coriander and fennel seeds per 2 cups water.
Simmer for 10 to 15 minutes; strain and drink.

Optional additional spices: 
5 to 6 Cardamom pods or 1/2 tsp seeds
1/4 tsp ground ginger or 1/2 inch peeled and crushed or grated fresh ginger (best for 
kapha and vata)

DIGESTION BOOSTER:

Before a meal, combine one or two thin slices of peeled fresh ginger with a few drops of 
lemon or lime juice and a sprinkle of sea salt and eat, chewing thoroughly.

GET HUNGRY/SKIP A MEAL:

Ensure that there is real hunger before eating, even if it means skipping a meal.

TAKE A WALK:
A short walk - 100 steps is enough - after each meal supports the digestive process.  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Ayurvedic Resource List
BOOKS:

The Three Season Diet by Dr. John Douillard
Ayurvedic Healing by Dr. David Frawley
Ayurveda: The science of self-healing by Dr. Vasant Lad
Body Thrive by Cate Stillman
Balance your hormones, balance your life by Dr. Claudia Welch 
Food as Medicine by Todd Caldecott
Prakriti by Robert Svoboda
The Complete Book of Ayurvedic Home Remedies by Dr. Vasant Lad

COOKBOOKS:

The Ayurvedic Cookbook by Amadea Morningstar
Ayurvedic Cooking for Self-Healing by Dr. Vasant Lad and Usha Lad
The Everyday Ayurvedic Cookbook by Kate O’Donnell

 
WEBSITES:

Banyan Botanicals

Claudia Welch at drclaudiawelch.com

lifespa.com with Dr. John Douillard

The Ayurvedic Institute and Dr. Vasant Lad at ayurveda.com 
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